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Abstract

A portable parallel implementation of \( MLn \), a multilevel modelling package, for shared memory parallel machines is described. Particular attention is paid to cross-classified and multiple membership models, which are more computationally demanding than those with simple hierarchical structure. Performance results are presented for a range of shared-memory parallel architectures, demonstrating a significant increase in the size of models which can be handled interactively. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Multilevel models are also known as random effects models, variance components models, random coefficient models and hierarchical linear models. This last term is something of a misnomer since these techniques have expanded to include non-linear models and non-hierarchical population structures. There is currently an explosion of interest in these techniques amongst quantitative researchers in the social and biological sciences. Multilevel models extend regression and generalised linear models to allow multiple random effects to be included in the model. This allows these techniques to directly model the patterns of heterogeneity that are imposed by the
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complex population structures from which social and biological scientists draw data for modelling. There is a growing literature on these techniques: three of the more widely read texts are Goldstein (1995), Bryk and Raudenbush (1993) and Longford (1993).

MLn is a widely used software package that was designed specifically for the estimation and exploration of multilevel models. The purpose of this paper is to describe a parallel implementation of MLn for shared memory parallel computers. Section 2 provides some background on multilevel models, Section 3 describes the algorithms used in MLn and Section 4 describes how parallelism can be exploited in them. Section 5 covers the issues involved in the implementation, paying attention to choice of parallel programming paradigm, portability and parallelisation strategy. In Section 6 we present performance results on some benchmark data sets across a variety of shared memory parallel machines. These results are analysed in Section 7, and in Section 8 we draw conclusions and give pointers to future work.

2. Multilevel models and MLn

2.1. Hierarchical models

Initially, multilevel modelling focused on strictly hierarchical population structures. Some simple examples of these are: pupils within schools, individuals within households within areas, and repeated measurements within cows within herds within farms.

The simplest multilevel model corresponds to a one-way random effects analysis of variance,

\[ y_{ij} = (\beta + u_j + e_{ij})x, \]

where \( u_j \sim N(0, \sigma^2_u) \) and \( e_{ij} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_e) \). This basic model has the following important extensions:

- Inclusion of any number of hierarchical levels.
- Inclusion of explanatory variables defined at any level.
- The coefficient of any explanatory variable may be random at any level.
- Handling of non-Normally distributed responses.

2.2. Cross-classified models

The assumption of purely hierarchical populations often does not hold true for many of the data sets collected by social and biological scientists. For example, pupils attending any school are drawn from many neighbourhoods and pupils from one neighbourhood attend more than one school. No pure hierarchy can be found and pupils are said to be contained within a cross-classification of schools by neighbourhoods. Other examples are: pupils within (primary × secondary school), patients
within (primary health care units × secondary health care units), and repeated measures within (individuals × raters).

The basic model can be written as

\[ y_{i(j_1j_2)} = X\beta + u_{j_1} + u_{j_2} + e_{i(j_1j_2)}, \]

where \( u_{j_1} \sim N(0, \sigma_{u_1}^2) \), \( u_{j_2} \sim N(0, \sigma_{u_2}^2) \) and \( e_{i(j_1j_2)} \sim N(0, \sigma_e^2) \). If we take an educational system example, \( y_{i(j_1j_2)} \) is the response measurement for the \( i \)th pupil from the (secondary school \( j_1 \), primary school \( j_2 \)) cell in the cross-classification, \( X \) is a matrix of explanatory variables with fixed coefficients \( \beta \), \( u_{j_1} \), \( u_{j_2} \) and \( e_{i(j_1j_2)} \) are random effects at the secondary school, primary school and pupil levels, \( \sigma_{u_1}^2 \), \( \sigma_{u_2}^2 \), and \( \sigma_e^2 \) are the between secondary school, between primary school and between pupil variances. The same extensions that apply to hierarchical models apply to cross-classified models. However, there is the additional extension to multi-way cross-classifications.

2.3. Multiple membership models

Where lower level units are members of more than one higher level unit we have a multiple membership model. The differences between multiple membership and cross-classification models are sometimes subtle. For example, suppose we measure pupils every three months for two years. At each occasion we have a response measurement for each pupil. Some children will move schools over the period. Now we have a population structure which is cross-classified: repeated measurements within (individuals × schools).

Each lowest level unit, measurement occasion, is a member of only one school and one individual. However, suppose we have a single response on each pupil, taken say at the end of the study, but we know the identities of the schools each pupil attended over the two years. Now the lowest level units are pupils and some pupils are members of multiple schools. Hence we have the multiple membership model.

The multiple membership model provides a framework for representing structures where individuals are simultaneously members of multiple social groups (such as peer friendship groups or extended families). These groupings are dynamic, they form, break down and reform in different configurations over time. The multiple membership model provides a powerful quantitative framework for modelling these social processes in studies which track such groupings over time. The multiple membership model is set out and an example analysis described in Hill and Goldstein (1998). This paper uses a notation for the multiple membership model which is not entirely consistent, although its intent is clear. A general notation for a two-level multiple membership model is

\[ y_{i(j)} = (X\beta)_{i(j)} + \sum_{h \in \{j\}} u_h \pi_{ih} + e_{i(j)}, \]

with \( u_h \sim N(0, \sigma_u^2) \) and \( e_{i(j)} \sim N(0, \sigma_e^2) \), where \( j \) is the full set of the \( m \) level 2 units. The level 1 units, for example pupils, are indexed uniquely by \( i \) and may be a member of more than one school. The weight \( \pi_{ih} \) represents the proportion of membership of pupil \( i \) in school \( h \). Thus if pupil \( i \) spent a quarter of their time
in school \( h \) a weight of 0.25 would be reasonable. For the particular cases of a simple hierarchy, where every level 1 unit belongs to a single level 2 unit, or a two-way cross-classification where every level 1 unit belongs to a single level 2 unit from each classification then \( y_{i(j)} \) can be replaced respectively by \( y_{ij}, y_{i(j;2)} \) without ambiguity.

In a single model we can have mixtures of hierarchical, cross-classified and multiple membership structures. For example, we may have pupils within classes within schools. We may also have measured peer-friendship group activity at the within class-room level: pupils will therefore be multiple members of peer-friendship groups. We may also have family information: families will be cross-classified with schools and individuals may be members of multiple families. We can estimate patterns of variability attributable to pupils, peer-groups, classes, schools and families. Furthermore, we can introduce explanatory variables associated with each of these units in an attempt to explain the estimated variability.

One major drawback with cross-classified and multiple membership models is that they are extremely computationally intensive both in terms of processor time and storage. This paper explores and explains the use of parallelism to reduce the elapsed run-time to bring a wider range of cross-classified and multiple membership models within a time scale where the software can be used interactively. Experience has shown that users find it acceptable to wait up to about 10–15 min to estimate models interactively. When waits go beyond this, users tend to move to a different pattern of work where using the software is mixed with other activities.

3. Statistical and computational algorithms

3.1. The statistical algorithm

In this section we describe in more detail the underlying statistical and computational structures and algorithms and describe why multiple membership and cross-classified models are more computationally intensive. This section also sets the context for subsequent sections on parallelisation strategy.

The general linear model with multiple sets of random effects can be written as

\[
Y = XB + \sum_{r=1}^{R} Z_r u_r,
\]

where \( X \) is a matrix of explanatory variables with coefficients \( B \) (the fixed parameters), \( R \) is the number of sets of random effects in the model and \( Z_r \) is a design matrix for \( u_r \), the \( r \)th set of random effects. \( Z_r \) is of size \( n \times n_r \), where \( n \) is the number rows in the entire data set, \( n_r \) is the size of the \( r \)th set of random effects and \( u_r \) is a vector of length \( n_r \). We wish to estimate \( B \) and \( \Omega \), the \( R \times R \) variance covariance matrix of the sets of random effects.

To clarify this, consider a simple two-level variance components model, of pupils within schools. Suppose we have 3000 pupils nested within 50 schools. Let \( Z_1 \) be the design matrix for the pupil-level set of random effects and \( Z_2 \) be the design matrix
for the school-level set of random effects. \( Z_1 \) is an identity matrix of order 3000, while \( Z_2 \) is dimensioned \( 3000 \times 50 \), with \( Z_{2ij} \) having the value one if the \( i \)th pupil is in school \( j \), and zero otherwise. In this example we considered nested random effects, though (1) allows for the more general case of non-nested random effects.

Where \( \text{cov}(Y \mid XB) = V \) is known, the usual generalised least-squares estimators, for the fixed effects, can be used:

\[
\hat{B} = (X^TV^{-1}X)^{-1}(X^TV^{-1}Y) \quad \text{and} \quad \text{cov}(\hat{B}) = (X^TV^{-1}X)^{-1}.
\]

(2)

Given \( B \) we can obtain estimates of the parameters of \( V \), which are \( B^* \) (the vector of the upper triangular elements of \( \Omega \)), from the estimator

\[
\hat{B}^* = (Z^T(V^*V^*)^{-1}Z^*)^{-1}Z^T(V^*V^*)^{-1}Y^* \quad \text{and} \quad \text{cov}(\hat{B}^*) = (Z^T(V^*V^*)^{-1}Z^*). \quad \text{(3)}
\]

Here \( Y^* \) is the vector of the elements of \( (Y - XB)(Y - XB)^T \), and therefore has length \( n^2 \), \( V^* \) is the covariance matrix of \( Y^* \) and \( Z^* \) is the design matrix linking \( Y^* \) to \( V \) in the regression of \( Y^* \) on \( Z^* \). \( Z^* \) is of size \( n^2 \times P \), where \( P \) is the number of random parameters to be estimated. In the case where all elements of \( \Omega \) are to be estimated, \( P = R(R+1)/2 \). However, in almost all models it is only sensible to estimate a subset of all possible covariances, since there are strong substantive reasons to assume that many of the pairwise combinations of sets of random effects are independent. For example, it is sensible to assume that pupil-level and school-level sets of random effects are independent. The form of \( (V^*V^*)^{-1} \) is \( V^{-1} \otimes V^{-1} \), and thus it is of size \( n^2 \times n^2 \). Columns of \( Z^* \) relate to the variance of a set of random effects, or the covariance between two sets of random effects. In the case of a variance the column has the form \( \text{vec}(Z_rZ_r^T) \) and in the case of a covariance, \( \text{vec}(Z_rZ_r^T + Z_rZ_r^T) \).

When \( V \) and \( B \) are both unknown, which is the usual case, then the iterative generalised least-squares estimates are those which simultaneously satisfy both (2) and (3). In the case where the sets of random effects follow a multivariate Normal distribution these estimators are equivalent to maximum likelihood. For a discussion of multilevel models with non-normal random effects, see Goldstein (1991) and Goldstein and Rasbash (1996).

The estimation procedure commences from an initial estimate of \( V \), typically \( V = I \), which is then used to obtain estimates of \( \hat{B} \). Improved estimates of \( \hat{B}^* \) (the parameters of \( V \)) are then obtained, and so on, alternating between (2) and (3) until convergence is achieved, see Goldstein (1986).

3.2. Computational issues

The evaluation of (3) dominates computation, though a simplification is available. Consider a typical element of the first part of (3), for the variance of the \( r \)th set of random effects

\[
\text{vec}(Z_rZ_r^T)(V^{-1} \otimes V^{-1})\text{vec}(Z_rZ_r^T).
\]
The number of operations required to evaluate this term is proportional to \( n^4 \). By a well-known result (see Searle, 1982), this is equal to

\[
\text{trace}(Z_rZ_r^TV^{-1}Z_rZ_r^TV^{-1}). \tag{4}
\]

The number of operations required to evaluate the rearranged form is proportional to \( n^3 \). If the random effects fall into an hierarchical structure, and random effects operating at different levels of this structure are assumed independent, then \( V \) and its inverse have a nested block diagonal structure. Suppose we have a three-level model (pupils:classes:schools, say). It immediately follows that we can rewrite (4) as

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{K} \text{trace}(Z_{r(k)}Z_{r(k)}^TV_{(k)}^{-1}Z_{r(k)}Z_{r(k)}^TV_{(k)}^{-1}), \tag{5}
\]

where \( k \) indexes schools. The number of operations is now proportional to \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} n_{(k)}^3 \).

The difference between \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} n_{(k)}^3 \) and \( n^3 \) for most datasets will be several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, with hierarchical random effects we can partition \( V \) and its inverse into a series of components, one for each level of the hierarchy. The component for each level can be represented as a list of matrices with total storage requirements for each list of \( 2n_{(k)}R_l \), where \( R_l \) is the number of sets of random effects operating at level \( l \) of the hierarchy. Similarly, the sparse block diagonal structures such as \( Z_rZ_r^TV^{-1} \) can be represented by a list of dense vectors with total storage requirement \( n_{(k)} \) for variance terms or \( 2n_{(k)} \) for covariance terms. These techniques, described in detail in Goldstein and Rasbash (1993), reduce the number of operations to be proportional to \( nR^2 \).

Some models contain a sub-group of sets of random effects which fit into an hierarchical structure and other sets of random effects which have a cross-classified or multiple membership relationship. In this case the hierarchical sub-group can be handled using the techniques just described. For the non-hierarchical sets of effects some partitioning of \( V \) and its inverse are possible. This reduces computation to be proportional to \( nm^2 \), where \( m \) is the number of categories in the crossed or multiple membership classification. For example, if we have 10,000 students drawn from 500 primary schools attending 100 secondary schools, then we can sort the data into student within primary school and fit secondary schools as a non-nested crossed classification. Computation is proportional to \( 10,000 \times 100^2 = 10^8 \), as opposed to \( 10,000^3 = 10^{12} \), which would result from ignoring the structure in \( V \) and naively using (4). The techniques for efficiently estimating multilevel models with non-hierarchical random components are described in detail in Rasbash and Goldstein (1994).

For illustration, we consider the above example (10,000 students, 500 primary schools and 100 secondary schools) and compare the cases where primary school is nested within secondary school and where primary and secondary school are crossed. We also assume that we have three sets of random effects, one for each level, and that the maximum number of pupils in a secondary school, \( \max(n_{(k)}) = 800 \). Storage requirements are proportional to \( \max(n_{(k)})R = 800 \times 3 = 2400 \) for the nested random effects model and to \( nm = 10,000 \times 100 = 10^8 \) for the non-nested random effects model.
The number of operations required is proportional to $nR^2 = 10,000 \times 3^2 = 90,000$ for the nested random effects model and to $nm^2 = 10,000 \times 100^2 = 10^8$ for the non-nested random effects model.

4. Parallelism in $MLn$

The multilevel algorithm comprises four layers. The first three layers are implemented in C++ classes. Each class represents an archetypal matrix structure that occurs in the algorithm, defines an efficient storage representation and matrix algebra and manipulation methods for the structure. The lowest layer, layer 1, handles both symmetric and rectangular dense matrix objects. Layer 2 defines lists of these dense matrix objects that correspond to matrix structures such as the components of $V$, described in Section 3.2. The third layer handles matrix structures such as $V$ itself which can be represented as lists of layer 2 objects. The highest layer, layer 4, uses these three classes to implement the algorithm: with purely hierarchical random effects this involves iteration across each highest level unit, as in (5).

Parallelism is discernible at each layer and can be described as follows:

Layer 1: Matrix operations. Parts of result matrices can be computed independently.

Layer 2: Operations on lists of matrices. Entire matrices within the list can be processed independently.

Layer 3: Operations on lists of layer 2 objects. Each layer 2 object can be processed independently.

Layer 4: Highest level units in the hierarchy can be processed independently.

As we move from layer 1 up to layer 4 the parallelism involved becomes more coarse-grained, the storage overhead for implementing parallelism increases and the changes required to the source code become less well encapsulated. Since cross-classified models are dominated by the computation of terms which cannot exploit (5), virtually no parallelism exists at layer 4 for these models. At layers 2 and 3, there will be instances where the number of items in the list is small (sometimes there is only one), so exploiting parallelism in these layers can only be effective if implemented in combination with parallelism at lower layers.

If we wish to focus on hierarchical models, which intrinsically have a low storage requirement, it would be reasonable to attempt to utilise the parallelism in layers 3 and 4. However, with cross-classified models there is no parallelism in layer 4 and parallelism in layer 3 requires a large storage overhead. The sequential algorithm for estimating cross-classified models already has a large storage requirement (for example, in a 2-level cross-classified model with $n$ level 1 data items and $m$ cross-classified categories, the dominating storage requirement is for a number of temporary matrices of size $n \times m$). Parallelising layer 3 of the algorithm would require replication of this temporary storage on every processor, greatly increasing the likelihood of having to use virtual memory. Once this occurs the overhead of paging to and from disk is likely to result in performance deteriorating beyond any benefits gained from the parallel implementation.
The computation time for cross-classified models is dominated by a few types of operation on large dense matrices. For moderately sized cross-classified data sets \((n \sim 2000, m \sim 100)\) more than 95% of the time is spent in just 7 types of matrix operation:

1. \(A := BC\),
2. \(A := A + B\),
3. \(t := \text{trace}(AB)\),
4. \(A := \text{diag}(v)B\) or \(A := B \text{diag}(v)\),
5. \(A := SC\),
6. \(A := 0\),
7. \(A := B\),

where \(A, B\) and \(C\) are rectangular matrices, \(S\) is a symmetric matrix, \(v\) is vector and \(t\) is a scalar. As the problem size increases, the first of these operations (rectangular matrix product, which has complexity \(O(nm^2)\)) increasingly dominates the execution time.

Thus it is reasonable to expect that layer 1 parallelism can be applied effectively to these models. Exploiting the parallelism in this layer has the advantages that there is no additional storage overhead, and the changes required to the source code are well encapsulated within a C++ matrix class library. We also explore the use of layer 2 parallelism, which has a small additional storage overhead, but also requires relatively minor changes to existing code.

5. Implementation

5.1. Threads versus message passing

The first decision which has to be taken before embarking on the parallelisation of MLn is to choose which parallel programming paradigm to employ. Given that the existing package is written in C++, and that we wish the parallel version to be robust and portable, we are effectively restricted to choosing between a distributed memory, message passing paradigm (as supported by PVM (Geist et al., 1994) or MPI (Message Passing Interface Forum, 1994)) and a shared memory, multiple threads paradigm (as supported by, for example, POSIX threads (International Organization for Standardization (ISO), 1996)). There are a number of (possibly conflicting) objectives which the choice of paradigm should satisfy. As well as portability, we should consider ease of programming, efficiency of the resulting code, and compatibility with the hardware typically available to the user base. We now consider each of these in turn.

Considering portability, message passing has the advantage that both PVM and MPI are freely available for a wide variety of systems. In contrast, POSIX threads are not nearly so widely available. Some operating systems on shared memory parallel systems (for example IRIX and Windows NT) provide only a native threads interface. Threads libraries, however, are normally part of the standard operating system release, whereas message passing libraries require separate installation. It is worth noting
that the recently announced OpenMP specification includes support for C and C++, which if widely adopted would solve the portability issue for shared memory systems.

It is widely accepted that threads libraries provide a simpler programming paradigm than message passing, largely because they support a global address space across all processors. This is especially significant when porting well-established sequential software, as opposed to developing parallel code from scratch. Use of threads will typically result in fewer changes to the existing code (therefore offering better maintainability) and shorter development time than is the case for message passing.

Given that we intend to exploit parallelism in the lower layers described in Section 4, the parallelism will be fine grained, and require significant communication between processors. Furthermore, the data objects in $MLn$ (dense matrices) have a short lifetime, compared, say, to the main data objects in scientific programs, and are embedded in complex structures representing the sparse, nested block diagonal matrices described in Section 3.2. There is therefore no obvious data decomposition strategy on which to base a message passing implementation. Furthermore, due to the fine-grained nature of the parallelism and the short lifetime of data objects, we might expect a message passing implementation to require large numbers of small messages to be sent between processors. Since each message sent incurs a startup overhead, this is unlikely to be an efficient solution. A threads implementation, running on shared memory hardware, would not suffer the same overhead, as memory access costs are independent of the number of data items accessed.

The majority of $MLn$ users have PCs, with the bulk of the remainder using UNIX workstations. For a message passing implementation to have any chance of being efficient on a distributed memory system, a fast, dedicated network as found in large MPP systems would be required: a typical Ethernet-based network of workstations or PCs with message startup costs of the order of 100 $\mu$s (see, for example Warren et al., 1997) is not likely to prove adequate.

To quantify this issue, consider running matrix–matrix multiplication, the dominant operation in $MLn$, on a network of eight workstations each delivering 250 Mflop/s, with a message startup time of 100 $\mu$s. The number of messages required depends on the data distribution strategy of operand and result matrices, but with the reasonable estimate that each processor would need to send four messages, a simple calculation shows that the number of floating point operations must be at least $8 \times 10^5$ for parallelisation to be worthwhile. For the typical problem sizes we are interested in, however, $MLn$ spends significant time in matrix products with fewer than this number of operations. As will be shown in Section 6, matrix multiplications with up to two orders of magnitude fewer operations can be successfully parallelised on shared memory architectures.

A significant number of users have access to multiprocessor PCs, multiprocessor workstations, or shared memory UNIX servers, whereas very few have access to large MPP machines. Although message passing libraries can be efficiently implemented on shared memory hardware, the overhead of message startup costs will still be present.

Apart from the portability issue, the above arguments favour the use of threads over message passing. The portability issue can be overcome by utilising the native
threads libraries for each operating system and tightly encapsulating the differences between them so that they are invisible to nearly all of the application.

5.2. A portable threads interface

To overcome the portability issues described in Section 5.1, all parallel functionality is encapsulated in a small C++ class library. The library is designed to contain only the basic features required for parallel programming, which is a small subset of the functionality available in the underlying threads libraries. The library contains just three classes:

(1) **Thread Manager class**: The main feature of this class is a `doParallel` method, which takes a function and a list of arguments and executes the function with those arguments on all the threads. The standard facility `varargs` is used to pass the arguments. The class also contains methods to create the threads, and to return the current number of threads and the identity number of the calling thread.

(2) **Barrier class**: This class contains a method for synchronising all threads. It is used by the Thread Manager class to synchronise the threads at the beginning and end of each function executed using the `doParallel` method. It is also available to be called directly by the user, though this is not required in MLn. Since barrier synchronisation is often a significant source of overheads in shared memory programs, we have implemented an efficient barrier algorithm (the static F-way tournament of Grunwald and Vajracharya (1993)) as well as a simple centralised counter algorithm. The static F-way tournament algorithm is lock-free, and scales as the logarithm of the number of threads. Even for small numbers of threads, we have found it to be faster than a simple centralised counter scheme.

(3) **Lock class**: This class permits mutual exclusion between threads, using `lock` and `unlock` methods. These can be used to synchronise the updating of shared variables.

We use conditional compilation to provide versions for POSIX, Solaris, IRIX and Windows NT threads. The class library is compact, consisting of less than 700 lines of code in total.

5.3. Parallelisation strategy

We chose to perform sequential optimisation on the existing code before parallelisation. This ordering is not always sensible, since sequential optimisation may prevent subsequent parallelisation. However, the types of optimisation applied (eliminating indexing variables, ensuring stride-one memory access, loop unrolling and loop blocking) have no such impact. Applying them before parallelisation prevented us from expending effort parallelising code which, once optimised, did not account for a significant proportion of the execution time. This was important in the case of MLn, which contains some 50,000 lines of code in 660 methods, with many little-used branches, but would be unnecessary in simpler codes.

While parallelisation of dense matrix algebra can be seen as straightforward, we must take into account the wide variety of shapes and sizes of the matrices which
occur in MLn. For sufficiently small matrices, parallelisation is not worthwhile, as any benefits are outweighed by the overheads incurred, which are principally due to synchronising the processors at the beginning and end of each operation. For each matrix operation we compute the number of basic operations (either floating point operations or assignments) required. Only if this exceeds a given threshold is parallel execution enabled for that operation. The threshold is left as a tunable parameter, as the cost of synchronisation versus computation may vary significantly between platforms, and should be selected whenever the code is ported to a new platform.

For those operations which are large enough to be parallelised, we partition over either the rows or columns of the result matrix. If there are more rows than columns, we partition over rows, and vice versa, thus minimising any load imbalance which might occur if we partition over a small number of rows or columns. The sole exception to this is the operation \( t := \text{trace}(AB) \), where we partition over either rows or columns of \( A \) whichever is the larger number, and each processor accumulates a partial sum of \( t \). These are then reduced to a global sum.

Parallelism at layer 2 (over lists of matrices) is exploited by dividing iterations of the loop over the list elements between processors. The matrices in the list may be of different sizes, so a simple partitioning may result in load imbalance. To overcome this, we use a dynamic scheduling algorithm. Since minimising synchronisation overheads is important and load imbalance not usually severe, we use the trapezoid self-scheduling algorithm (Tzen and Ni, 1993), which is designed for loops with these properties. Each of the \( p \) processors is initially assigned one \( p \)th of the iterations of the loop. Each processor’s set of iterations is divided into approximately four chunks of decreasing size. The chunks are executed largest first, and if a processor runs out of work, it steals a chunk from the processor with the most remaining chunks.

Again, if the number of matrices in the list is too small, say less than four times the number of processors, then we exploit parallelism at layer 1 instead. In layer 2 we only exploit parallelism in one operation, which consists of computing the product \( A = BC \), where \( B \) is a block diagonal matrix, and the list of matrices consists of the (dense) blocks.

A minor change to the algorithm used by MLn was made to increase the granularity of one of the matrix algebra operations: a set of vector cross-products was subsumed into a single matrix-crossproduct operation. This actually had a small beneficial impact on the sequential execution time.

5.4. Numerical libraries

Since many vendors supply a library of highly tuned and, in some cases, parallelised matrix algebra routines in the form of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) (Lawson et al., 1979; Dongarra et al., 1988, 1990), we considered the possible use of this library in the parallel version of MLn. Of the seven most important matrix operations, only \( A = BC \) can be implemented by a single BLAS call. All the others must be implemented as a loop over multiple BLAS calls, and to avoid unnecessary synchronisation, parallelism must be exploited over the multiple calls, rather than within each call.
Unfortunately, although the library’s (Fortran) interface is standard, its behaviour with respect to parallelisation is not, and mixing parallelism in both user code and library code tends to have undesirable results. Typically, a parallel version of the library creates its own set of threads, and it is not possible for the same set of threads to execute both user code and library code. Since, for example, the threads created by our portable threads interface busy wait (for efficiency reasons) between calls to doParallel, this will waste parallel resources by having more threads than processors.

Experiments on a Silicon Graphics Challenge showed no performance gain in MLn from implementing \( A = BC \) using the BLAS library. On a twin processor, 200 MHz PentiumPro PC, our optimised matrix–matrix multiply delivered 240 MFlop/s on large matrices, compared to 294 MFlop/s for the BLAS implementation by Intel Corporation for Windows NT. Thus we concluded that the potential benefits of using native BLAS library calls did not outweigh the potential disadvantages. We should emphasise, however, that this decision was specific to MLn, and certainly should not be generalised to other code where use of vendor-supplied BLAS libraries may well provide an effective solution.

5.5. Experiences and lessons learnt

The work described above was estimated to have required approximately four man-months of programming effort. This was roughly equally divided between (i) sequential optimisation, (ii) developing and testing the threads library and (iii) adding parallelism to MLn. The majority of code changes (about 2000 new or modified lines) occurred in phases (i) and (ii): in phase (iii) debugging and tuning took most of the time.

Profiling of the sequential code was found to be crucial in determining which parts of the code effort should be expended on. However, profiling by itself did not tell the whole story, since the total time spent in the linear algebra methods was composed of many calls with a wide range of shapes and sizes of matrices. We found histogramming execution time against numbers of floating point operations to be a useful tool, to discover whether the time was being spent mainly in large numbers of short calls, or in small numbers of long ones. This was achieved by adding calls to a high-resolution system timer in the appropriate parts of the code.

Profiling of the parallel code also gave us much useful information about sources of overhead, such as the time spent in barrier synchronisation, and in unparallelised sections of the code. It also meant that we could compute speedups for individual methods, helping us to locate potential performance problems. Timer calls were also required to detect overhead due to load imbalance.

The use of C++ caused us few difficulties. The performance comparison with BLAS libraries described above suggests that performance comparable to Fortran can be achieved on linear algebra kernels, provided that suitable optimisations are applied. When calling a method in parallel, it is necessary to trace all methods called from within that method, to ensure that it is safe to do so. We found that use of operator overloading and virtual functions does complicate this process somewhat.
We offer the following advice to others contemplating a similar exercise:

- Do not consider parallelisation until you are certain that sequential optimisation and/or use of existing libraries cannot solve your performance problems (we observed up to an order of magnitude increase in performance from such optimisation).
- If functionality is still being added to the code, be aware that parallelisation will complicate revision control procedures.
- When choosing the parallel paradigm, carefully weigh up the issues of availability, portability, performance and programming effort.
- Be familiar with tools such as profiling, timers and parallel debuggers that might assist in locating and identifying problems in the parallel code.
- Remember that package users are unlikely to be familiar with parallelism: its presence should be as unobtrusive as possible.
- Be aware of all the possible causes of overhead in parallel programs. For example, barrier synchronisation can be a very significant source of overhead on shared memory architectures.

6. Results

To test the efficiency of the optimised and parallelised code, we have used a family of two-level cross-classified data sets. These data sets were produced by simulation, but are representative of typical real-world problems. For clarity, we can describe these data sets as patients being cross-classified by the clinic they attended and neighbourhood they live in. The dimensions of the data sets are as follows:

- $xc100$: 2000 patients, 200 clinics, 100 neighbourhoods.
- $xc200$: 4000 patients, 200 clinics, 200 neighbourhoods.
- $xc400$: 10,000 patients, 200 clinics, 400 neighbourhoods.

For the reasons described in Section 3.2, the data is always sorted as patient within clinic, so that the clinic classification is absorbed into a hierarchical structure. Where we have a cross-classification of 400 neighbourhoods, this is computationally equivalent to (i) a three-way cross-classification of clinics with two other classifications, each with 200 units, for example, (clinics × neighbourhoods × doctors), or (ii) a model where patients are multiple members of neighbourhoods, neighbourhood is cross-classified with clinic, and there are 400 neighbourhoods. In general, if we have $r$ classifications, the lowest level units, in this case patients, can be single or multiple members of the higher level classifications. If $m_i$ is the number of units in the $i$th classification, then the computational load is defined by the number of patients and $\sum_{i=1}^r m_i$. Thus, although the data sets simulated and tested have a relatively simple structure, they accurately calibrate the computational performance of the adapted algorithm for a wide range of more complex models.

In each case we ran the iterative generalised least-squares procedure to convergence. This requires four iterations for $xc100$ and three iterations for $xc200$ and $xc400$. Note that the first iteration is different from subsequent iterations because
Table 1
Specifications of test platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>L1 cache</th>
<th>L2 cache</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Compiler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dell Workstation 400</td>
<td>300 MHz PentiumPro</td>
<td>16 kb</td>
<td>512 kb</td>
<td>NT 4.0</td>
<td>Microsoft VC++ 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGI Challenge</td>
<td>100 MHz MIPS R4400</td>
<td>16 kb</td>
<td>1 Mb</td>
<td>IRIX 5.3</td>
<td>IRIX CC 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cray CS6400</td>
<td>66 MHz Sparc</td>
<td>16 kb</td>
<td>2 Mb</td>
<td>Solaris 2.5</td>
<td>SunSoft C++ 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Enterprise 10000</td>
<td>250 MHz Ultra Sparc</td>
<td>16 kb</td>
<td>4 Mb</td>
<td>Solaris 2.5.1</td>
<td>Sun WorkShop C++ 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGI Origin 2000</td>
<td>195 MHz MIPS R10000</td>
<td>32 kb</td>
<td>4 Mb</td>
<td>IRIX 6.4</td>
<td>MIPSpro CC 7.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Parameter values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Block size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dell Workstation 400</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGI Challenge</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cray CS6400</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Enterprise 10000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGI Origin 2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

an identity matrix is used as the initial estimate for the weights matrix required to calculate the random parameters. This significantly simplifies the computation in the first iteration, which therefore requires less time to execute than subsequent iterations. Table 1 shows the specification of the various platforms on which we have run our benchmarks, including the CPU architecture, L1 and L2 data cache sizes and operating system and compiler versions. On each machine the highest available compiler optimisation level was used, but no other special options were invoked. The benchmarks were run in an environment where we had exclusive use of the number of processors required, but only on the PC did we have exclusive use of the whole machine.

Table 2 shows the setting of two variable parameters, the parallelisation threshold and block size for matrix–matrix multiplication, which we used on each machine. These values were determined by experiment — the best block size is essentially independent of data set or number of processors. The best parallelisation threshold does depend weakly on the number of processors, but performance is not sensitive to small changes in its value.

We have run performance tests on four versions of the code: Version 0 is the original sequential code; Version 1 is the optimised code, using layer 1 parallelism with a centralised barrier algorithm; Version 2 is as Version 1 but additionally exploiting layer 2 parallelism and Version 3 is as Version 2 but with the static F-way tournament barrier algorithm. The reason for including Version 2 as well as Version 3 was to be able to quantify the benefits of fast barrier synchronisation. Due to time
Table 3
Execution times on dual processor PC (left) and SGI Challenge (right)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>Version 0</th>
<th>Version 1</th>
<th>Version 0</th>
<th>Version 1</th>
<th>Version 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xc100</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xc200</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>2895</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Execution times on Cray CS6400 (left) and Sun Enterprise 10000 (right)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>Version 0</th>
<th>Version 1</th>
<th>Version 0</th>
<th>Version 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xc100</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xc200</td>
<td>2158</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Execution times on SGI Origin 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>Version 0</th>
<th>Version 1</th>
<th>Version 2</th>
<th>Version 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xc200</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xc400</td>
<td>9836</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and machine availability constraints we have not run all versions of the code on all test data sets on every platform. However, the results presented are sufficient to demonstrate the important performance characteristics of the different versions of the code. Tables 3–5 show the total execution time in seconds of various versions of the code on the different platforms.

7. Discussion

The first observation is that both sequential optimisation and parallelisation result in substantial performance benefits on all the hardware platforms. The performance gains from both sources are more significant for the larger data sets. For the xc100 data set, some or all of the temporary matrices may fit into the L2 cache, and therefore the benefits of blocking are not as significant as for larger data sets. The benefits of sequential optimisation vary quite widely between different machines. For example on the xc200 data set, we observe a factor of 2.3 decrease in execution time on the PC, and a factor of 5.4 on the Origin 2000. These differences are due to
the differences in CPU architecture and in the quality of the compiler optimisations across the different platforms. Apart from choice of block size, the sequential optimisations are generic and not targeted at any particular system. It is likely that further performance gains could be attained by tuning the code specifically for each platform.

The larger the data set, the more computation occurs in tasks which are sufficiently large to make parallelisation worthwhile. In particular, multiplication of large matrices increasingly dominates the execution time as data-set size increases. Thus the relative cost both of synchronisation and of unparallelised code diminishes as the data-set size increases. However, even for the largest data set these overheads are still significant, and we do not observe linear speedup on any hardware platform. On several of the platforms, we come close to exhausting the potential for performance gain from parallelism: for data set xc100 on the Cray CS6400, the code is actually slower on six processors than on four. To make the code scalable to larger numbers of processors, we would need to exploit more parallelism from layers 2 and 3.

Adding parallelism in layer 2 has the largest benefit for small data sets. For example, the execution time for data set xc100 on four processors of the SGI Challenge, is reduced from 60 to 48 s. The larger the data set is, however, the larger the individual tasks to be performed on each matrix in the list are. Thus for these tasks, parallelism at layer 1 can be exploited effectively: moving up to layer 2 has less impact.

Finally, we note that efficient barrier synchronisation has a substantial impact on performance. Comparing Versions 2 and 3 on the Origin 2000 shows that there is a benefit from two processors upwards, and for data set xc200 on eight processors, a 30% reduction in execution time is obtained. For the larger xc400 data set the improvements are smaller (because the parallel tasks are larger) but still significant.

Overall, we see that sequential and parallel optimisations combine to give performance gains of up to 60-fold. These gains can make a significant difference to the way in which users are able to work with this package, as the size of models which can be manipulated in an interactive mode has been greatly increased.

8. Conclusions and further work

A parallel implementation of $MLn$ for shared memory architectures has been presented. The choice of the shared memory paradigm has been carefully justified in terms of the typical characteristics of the computation. Through the creation of a portable threads library the issue of portability between parallel machines has been addressed. Results for benchmark data sets across a selection of parallel architectures have been presented. Useful performance gains are observed across a range of data-set sizes.

There are a number of possibilities for future work in this area. Exploiting parallelism at layer 4 would be beneficial for modelling very large data sets with a simple
hierarchy, and also for multivariate response models. New simulation-based estimation techniques implemented in MLwiN, the Windows version of MLn, notably bootstrapping and Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, are very computationally intensive. These techniques exhibit a coarse-grained parallelism and, unlike the algorithms discussed in this paper, could be readily distributed across networks of workstations as well as across the processors of shared memory parallel machines.
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